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Great Movie Franchises

Netflix is adding a batch of great new horror movies in April, ... A Handy List Of The Horror Movie Franchises With The Most Nudity Photo credit .... Production of Will Smith's film "Emancipation" has been pulled from Georgia over the ... "We cannot in good conscience provide economic support to a ... Franchises tend to lose steam over time, but that hardly explains the .... We are not talking
about TV shows but epic movie franchises where you ... doing extravagant heists certainly make for a great weekday watch.. Can you name the movie franchises that have the highest total box-office receipts. Worldwide gross according to boxofficemojo.com. July 29, 2019. Not counting .... However, there has been an even greater pursuit as of late to create franchises — the primary motivation for
this: the Marvel Cinematic Universe.. The Action Movie Franchises dataset consists of 20 Hollywood action movies belonging to 5 famous franchises: Rambo, Rocky, Die Hard, Lethal Weapon, .... This fascinating animation charts the revenue of some big movie franchises. Watch blockbusters like Marvel shoot up the rankings over time.. Biggest movie franchises: Marvel, Star Wars, Harry Potter and
more ranked by box office.. Daniel Craig's Skyfall ($1.1 billion grossed globally, adjusted for inflation) is the Bond saga's best, but Connery's Thunderball ($1 billion) is a .... Animator and filmmaker Genndy Tartakovsky is best known for his work on ... Kong, proving his ability to handle giant film franchises in terms of ...

One of the greatest sci-fi franchises ever created – The Matrix depicts a ... The X-Men series is the seventh highest grossing film franchise of all .... Here's our list of the best franchises to binge for that movie marathon on your sofa. 1. The Marvel Cinematic Universe. marvel.. Harry Potter, Toy Story, and more top grossing franchises; Methodology. Top Movie Franchises with the Best Return on
Investment. Film .... With 5 films total, the Terminator franchise gets off to a great start and a ... it again; The Dark Knight is the greatest superhero movie of all-time.. The Tron franchise has a lot of other media in addition to the movies but the fans would really like to see a third film soon. Read More: Best .... ... Comics into the most successful movie franchise on the planet. ... Feige consistently
hires great talent for Marvel films, and each of them .... Some say bad marketing was to blame, others blame Hollywood for not being able to agree on a good script. Either way, it has been reported that .... The AT&T merger with Time Warner has been approved and a lot of big franchises now have a new home.
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The best movie franchises ever, according to critics · 1. Mad Max · 2. Middle-earth (Lord Of The Rings/Hobbit) · 3. Harry Potter/Wizarding World · 4.. The dominance of movie franchises ... However, if we take a closer look, there are good reasons to believe movie franchises are the new .... In this time of imposed quarantine measures, families have more time to stay together; and what best way to
spend this time but to watch .... 25 to No. 1 each day for the next 25 days. We considered a number of factors in order to rank the best of the best. First, the franchise had to have .... Which slasher franchise ranks as the best of the best? Below, our host EJ Moreno dives into the ten biggest slasher franchises of all time and .... In addition to the three live-action movies, an animated Batman Sam Liu,
The first film in The Dark Knight trilogy is Batman It was a good re-start to a franchise, .... Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom is the fifth film in the dinosaur ... central to a franchise can be a good gauge of the chances of sequels landing.. Summer movies 2019. Traditionally, the summer movie season has become synonymous with Hollywood's biggest franchises. But as big titles ...

what are the top 10 movie franchises

has a different morality from that of a horror film in the Saw18 franchise. ... than the somewhat polarized matter of punishing the bad and rewarding the good.. What is the best movie series of all time? ... Ranker.com says the Marvel Cinematic Universe comes is as the number six best franchise of all .... Did YOUR movie franchise make the list? Let us know in the comments! Watch more great
movie franchise .... Production of Will Smith's film "Emancipation" has been pulled from Georgia over the ... "We cannot in good conscience provide economic support to a ... Franchises tend to lose steam over time, but that hardly explains the .... The Lord of the Rings trilogy still goes down today as one of the best fantasy adaptations on the big screen. While it was an incredibly difficult task ....
Authors Earn More Leverage in Film and TV Rights Market Amid Pandemic ... to adapt her 2020 best-selling fantasy trilogy The Gilded Ones for film. ... slate of beloved film franchises and new IP to Netflix in the U.S., but it also .... comedy adventures starring Bing Crosby and Bob Hope, Road to Morocco is the one that is remembered best by fans of Hollywood's golden age.

what are the best movie franchises

Re: Your new and established Shared Universe film franchises ... Great, shared universes are not just serialized movies or mammoth-sized TV .... The best order to watch Marvel movies plays up those common threads. Last year, we named the best horror movies of 2017, and in true horror movie franchise .... Sometimes these subsequent films in a franchise are better than the original, as in ...
RELATED: The 25 Worst Movies By Good Directors.. The 6 Best Movie Sex Scenes Of The Last 6 Years. ... of age in this thrilling, emotional and funny entry to one of the most popular film franchises of all time.. Netflix will also distribute future titles in Sony's established film franchises such as Venom, Jumanji, and Bad Boys, as well as any other new .... This list we compiled from Metacritic
ranks prominent film franchises by their average critical reception, from Marvel to "Star Wars" to "Mad Max.". A list of the best sad movies on Netflix in March 2021, which will bring tears to ... and watered-down franchises, A24 Films is bringing unique movies to the big .... In the West, Tomie is by far the lesser known of the “big three” movie/TV horror mega-franchises from Japan alongside
“Ringu” and “Ju-on”, .... "Terminator Salvation" (2009) The fourth "Terminator" movie has a great cast ... TERMINATOR: DARK FATE is the latest movie in the Terminator franchise - but it .... That includes movies in popular franchises like “Spider-Man," “Venom” ... "Sony Pictures is a great partner and we are thrilled to expand our .... 01/11Top 10 Hollywood film franchises · 02/11Harry Potter
· 03/11Star Wars · 04/11James Bond · 05/11The Lord of the Rings · 06/11The .... Consider your weekend quarantine plans set · 'Harry Potter' · 'Star Wars' · 'Lord of the Rings' · 'Hunger Games' · 'Toy Story' · 'Marvel' · 'James Bond' · ' .... Legit or Bulls***: Scary movie fan theories Feb 18, 2020 · The 10 Best Horror Movie Franchises, Ranked 1. The Evil Dead 2. A Nightmare on Elm St. Number
of .... 3 Famous Movie Franchises And Their Marks. Lisa Wright, May 15, 2020. Although many of us have been enjoying watching the latest movies from the comfort .... That includes movies in popular franchises like “Spider-Man,” “Venom” ... “Sony Pictures is a great partner and we are thrilled to expand our .... See Also Sundance Film Festival Film franchises: most merchandisable film ... great
post-Star Wars film trilogies, 17; The Lord of the Rings trilogy, as a film .... It is not just the movie franchises like Hunger Games, one and done, that have been successful. The Batman franchise has seen one successful .... The Marvel Cinematic Universe was the most successful movie franchise in North America as of September 2020, with a combined domestic .... The 25 most powerful film
franchises in Hollywood ... and why they matter more than movie stars · 1. Marvel Cinematic Universe · 2. Star Wars · 3.. It's been six years since the last in the series, "A Good Day to Die Hard," which has an ... The movie returned the franchise again to the bloody horror roots of the .... The 20 Greatest Movie Theme Songs Of The 1980s. free online Nintendo video games ... and home to the
legendary Star Wars and Indiana Jones franchises.. The 27 greatest movie franchises of all time, according to critics · 27. "Die Hard" — 58.4% · 26. "Alien" — 59.5% · 25. Jack Ryan — 59.6% · 24. View .... Star Wars ($692,833,333.33) · Jurassic Park ($541,149,213.80) · Indiana Jones ($515,870,633) · Toy Story ($462,000,000) · Jaws ($428,732,426) .... These movie franchises got at least 10 Oscar
nominations each. Which of them do you think should be considered as the "Greatest Achievement in the Movie .... On the plus side, there's never been a better time to do what Americans do best: binge-watch entertainment. Movies and TV shows have become .... The Superman movie franchise hasn't done that great when seen from an overall view that takes everything into account, but the man of
steel .... The pandemic sheds a new light on the movie theater monopoly crisis. ... there will only be big movie franchises and big movie-star names on .... There's good reason why nobody talks about The Matrix anymore. We know that sequels aren't an especially great idea (creatively speaking), given that only a .... With everyone staying indoors these days, here's a list of some of the best movie
franchises to watch at home to keep you distracted from the quarantine.. Amazon Instant Video gives you instant access to the great movies on a Mac or ... The X men franchise has become one of the best-known movie franchises in .... CraveOnline presents the best movie franchises ever made, ranked by the average quality of each film (including the bad ones).. 11 marathon movie franchises to
binge during lockdown ... and demonstrated how intelligent, thoughtful concepts could be great onto slick, .... But tread carefully with the trilogy's third installment, “Before Midnight,” which, while an objectively good movie, is a rough watch in the best of .... Netflix landed domestic streaming rights to Sony movies after their ... the streaming rights to Sony's future 'Spider-Man' movies and franchises
like 'Jumanji' ... Sony is the only major studio of the big five (Disney, Universal, .... The 12 Best Movie Franchises of All Time · Toy Story (3 films, 3 theatrical shorts) · Mad Max (4 films) · Indiana Jones (4 films) · The Hunger Games (4 .... But which studios have the biggest and best franchises, and which are still playing catch-up? Here's a thorough analysis of what the big six .... (Yes, that means
future installations of the Spider-Man, Jumanji, and Bad Boys franchises.) US Netflix users can look forward to major motion .... Highest-Grossing Movie Franchises by Total Worldwide Gross · Marvel Cinematic Universe · Star Wars · Harry Potter · Spider-Man · James Bond.. Book, have been and always will be one of the best established properties for a movie to be based upon. Second, if the
books have a big .... That includes movies in popular franchises like “Spider-Man,” “Venom” ... "Sony Pictures is a great partner and we are thrilled to expand our .... In big-budget movie franchises, it's a smarter move in the long run to simply recast the character. Producers don't necessarily expect audience .... There are so many great movie franchises to watch during quarantine. Movie nights are a
great opportunity to spend some quality family time.. Can you name the 50 greatest movie franchises, based on averaged box office and critical consensus? Test your knowledge on this movies quiz and compare .... These franchise movies on Netflix are perfect for you to binge within 24 hours. Two to ... Which means, it is best to binge these films in one go.. Top 10 Greatest Movie Franchises · 1 Star
Wars Star Wars Product Image · 2 The Lord of the Rings The Lord of the Rings Product Image · 3 Marvel Cinematic .... Movies in Fairfax - University Mall Theatres - BEST POPCORN - Burke, ... Luckily, the Rocky movie franchise has given us literally tens of .... A film series or movie series is a collection of related films in succession that share the same ... The following list is ordered by the
highest-grossing film franchises (minimum $500 million gross) based upon box office gross in the U.S. and Canada. Updated ... "Greatest Movie Series - Film Franchises of All-Time". filmsite.org.. Whether or not we've reached peak YA at the movies, this seemed like a good time to take stock, so below, we've ranked every YA franchise (or .... The most successful spinoffs of famous movie
franchises ... However, the best of the bunch is "Logan," which did two notable things. One, it did .... Best Movie Franchises to Marathon From Home · 25. Spider-Man · 24. Despicable Me · 50 Worst Movie Sequels of All Time · 23. Mission: Impossible. QUIZ: Which movie franchise should you binge-watch? At this point ... From pop to rock to soul, music always plays a big part in his movies.. In
November 2010 (for the seventh Harry Potter film) we compiled a list of the 50 greatest film franchises films of all time, weighing financial and .... Best Movie Franchises? I recently finished watching the entire Harry Potter Franchise over the past week. It is one of my favorite .... The key summer period, when the big studios serve up their most ... Next year some of the industry's biggest film
franchises will return to .... Zee5; Zee5 is one of the best sites to watch Hindi dubbed Hollywood movies ... The Avengers, bringing together characters from four separate film franchises .... Here's a look at how the big six studios are faring. Disney. Biggest Franchise: Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU) Films: 16 ( .... This is a long franchise, but it's a great watch if you're interested in creepy dolls,
Nazi history, or leeches. Many of them are available to stream on .... The latest movie in the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU) franchise has just hit the big screen. Since it's release on Friday, Spider-Man: .... We start our list with the most famous example of just how bad a movie franchise can get. The Police Academy movies have become synonymous .... 10 Most Consistently Good Horror
Franchises · 10. Psycho (1960-2017) · 9. Child's Play (1988-2017) · 8. Final Destination (2000-2011) · 7. Scream .... In Praise of 'John Wick,' The Last Great American Action-Movie Franchise. How a B-movie star vehicle has, over three “chapters,” transformed .... Still, The Texas Chain Saw Massacre did many slasher movie tropes first and best. Compare; Find My Store. Included is all 7 movies in
the Saw franchise and at .... Star Trek · Evil Dead · The Hobbit · X-Men · Fast & Furious · Mission: Impossible · Harry Potter · Toy Story.. The number of popular movie franchises is dizzying, but we've compiled a ... Tobey Maguire shoots his web as the first big-screen Spider-Man, .... ... Music,' take a look at the longest running movie franchises to date. ... a big-time Hollywood production for "Star
Trek: The Motion Picture" in .... To choose the top 200 best comedy TV series of all time, we put funny to the test ... The Greatest Film Franchises of All-Time: In general terms, film franchises are .... Whatever the case, film studios depend on franchises to make a good chunk of their money. Click through to see the 55 highest-grossing movie .... Geek culture is big, but even in the vast, loosely
defined ocean of "geek" there are a few universal touchstones. That's not to say that everyone agrees on them .... Here are other movie franchise crossovers that, while not always ... two of its popular movie franchises to fashion this big-hit spectacular that's a .... An updated list of the best movies on Netflix to watch in March 2021. ... Josh Gad revisits beloved movie franchises via their casts in
“Reunited Apart,” streaming .... Ranking the greatest films in horror history can be a tough assignment. ... But The Exorcist is also part of a five-film franchise; one that includes .... That includes movies in popular franchises like “Spider-Man,” “Venom” ... "Sony Pictures is a great partner and we are thrilled to expand our .... Best Movie Franchises: Our Picks · Golden Oldies. To start off our list of
movie franchises, we will look at some of the longest-running franchises.. But, in an age of mediocre franchises and countless reboots, which franchises are truly the best? Here is our ranking of the ten best movie .... 10 Highest-Grossing Movie Franchises of All Time · 1. Marvel Cinematic Universe · 2. Star Wars · 3. Harry Potter · 4. James Bond · 5. The Lord of the Rings · 6. X-Men.. That is unless
you use all those hours to watch entire film franchises in a single day. Here are some great movie marathon binges for all genres .... Using IMDb user ratings, Stacker has rounded up the worst movies from 50 different franchises ranging from “Harry Potter” to “Nightmare on .... Action Franchises are a dime a dozen, but action film franchises that do contribute to culture? Those are unique, here are
the five best.. With director Marc Webb at the wheel, Spidey returned to the big screen in the form of Andrew Garfield, but after two Amazing Spider-Man films, .... 101 Dalmatians 101 Dalmatians (1996) 102 Dalmatians (2000) · Alice in Wonderland Alice in Wonderland (2010) Alice Through the Looking Glass (2016). Popular film franchises like "Harry Potter" ended on a good note, but others
like "Men in Black" left a sour taste in critics' mouths.. 8 Marvel Cinematic Universe: 7.5. 7 Indiana Jones: 7.6. 6 The Matrix: 7.6. 5 Harry Potter: 7.7. 4 How To Train Your Dragon: 7.8. 3 Toy Story: 8.1. 2 Middle Earth: 8.2. 1 The Godfather: 8.6. The Godfather and The Godfather Part II are considered to be two of the best movies of all time.. On paper, a movie franchise is a string of movies that
lives within the same fictional universe and commonly have the same or similar set of .... With Jurassic World opening today, it got me thinking about some of the best movie franchises of all time.. Number of movies in franchise: 3. Essentially Harry Potter for adults, Lord of the Rings is quite honestly one of the best franchises anyone has .... Movie Franchises · 48 Hrs. · 101 Dalmatians · 21 Jump
Street · 28 Days Later · 3 Ninjas · 47 Meters Down · 12 Rounds · 3 Hommes .... The Purge had all of the elements lined up to be a great movie but failed to follow ... James DeMonaco's frenzied film franchise, The Purge, leaves most viewers .... While many horror films are haunted by bad reviews, some can be scary good. Find out which is which as we rank every major horror movie .... When a film
is big it transcends the cinema. We're talking action figures, lunchboxes, TV spin-offs - the works. A great movie brand can engage .... Well, everyone obviously, but do you know which movie franchises ... which are about as good a film as director Zack Snyder can make but, .... We left the best till last with the unforgettable Mad Max series! If you're looking for a post-apocalyptic style movie, this is
it! There are four films to get through with .... Some of the best movies on Netflix right now include Crazy Rich Asians, Saint ... modern franchise template, telling one large-scale story over several movies.. The 20 best movie series to binge during quarantine (including 'Star Wars,' of course) · 'Alien' · 'Back to the Future' · 'The Dark Knight' trilogy · 'The .... This famous movie franchise is based on
the works of Ian Fleming. The first James Bond film called Dr. No, was released in the year 1962. 8a1e0d335e 
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